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**Abstract** - Social networking websites contain vast amount of data inside them. Volume of data is enormous and growing at a very fast rate. Social network data can be classified in three major categories – user profile data, user communication data and group communication data. Data mining can be applied effectively to discover the knowledge and to extract the useful patterns from this gigantic data set, which is called as the social network mining. Person Related to a Field (PRTF) is a protocol to mine the information across all the social networking data, in general, and use the extracted pattern to search an expert in particular. It also proposes the mechanism to rank the searched experts. In this paper we propose an open source implementation of the PRTF (Person related to a Field) protocol. Using this proposed framework, apart from expert identification, number of useful patterns can be discovered from social networking data. The proposed framework is implemented using open source technologies and is explained with the help of an illustrative example.

**Index Terms** - Social network mining, data mining, expert finding, PRTF.

## I. INTRODUCTION

Social networks are the contemporary ways to connect the people across the globe. Social networking websites contain huge amount of data inside them. Volume of data is tremendously huge and growing at a very fast rate. Data mining can be applied effectively to discover the knowledge and to extract the useful patterns from this gigantic data set, which is called as the social network mining.

The social networking data can broadly be classified in three major categories:

A. **User Profile Data** - It includes all the data entered by user for the information of the user. Typically it is the personal information of the user like first name, last name, address, gender, qualification, chat-ids, email-ids etc.

B. **User Communication Data** - The communication data includes many different things. A person communicates with other members on the network on different topics frequently. The important data here is list of the entire directly known and connected person's information and communication data with these connected people. On certain social networking websites the communication can also be done with the non-connected persons.

C. **Group Communication Data** - This is the data which belong to a particular group in the social networking site. All the members of the group can do the communication on some of the topics. This is called as the group communication data.
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## II. PRTF PROTOCOL

PRTF (Person Relation to a Field) is a protocol used to mine the people's information available across the social networking databases. A person participating in social networking can be a part of many different segments of the social networks, e.g. user can maintain his profile, can participate in a number of associated communication forums/threads/blogs etc. and can be a member of specific groups. The proposed framework integrates different parts/data of the social networks to expand the search operation across all the segments of the social networking databases i.e. user profile, user communication and group databases. It is a search protocol to generate the result as a set of people involved in a particular area or field available across social networking databases and then rank the result according to their expertise level. PRTF algorithm works as below [1]:

```plaintext
Algorithm Algorithm for finding a person related to a field (PRTF)

Require: Profile Data (PDB), Group Data (GDB), Communication Data (CDB), Search filed f
1. Extract features from Profile Database
   for all users u in PDB do
      - fetch the list of profile entities
      - Get the values of related entities ∈ f
      for all entities pe in the profile PDB do
         u.score(PDB) += u.score(pe)
      end for
   end for

2. Extract features from Group Database
   for all users u in GDB do
      - fetch the list of profile entities
      - Get the values of related entities ∈ f
      for all entities ge in the profile PDB do
         u.score(GDB) += u.score(ge)
      end for
   end for

3. Extract features from Communication Database
   for all users u in CDB do
      - fetch the list of profile entities
      - Get the values of related entities ∈ f
   end for
```
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for all entities ce in the profile PDB do
  u.score(CDB) += u.score(ce)
end for

4. Combine the score of a user from all the databases.
for all users u do
  u.score = u.score(PDB) + u.score(PGB)
  + u.score(PCB)
end for
5. Generate Ranks of the user using the scores of the users
return list of top ranked users

III. PREVIOUS WORK

PRTF (Person Related To a Field) protocol was proposed by Bhansali and Sharma to mine the social network databases to find the expert [1]. In the proposed protocol three major tasks have been focused. First, searching across all the segments of social networking database. Second integrate the various scores and rank the searched result and lastly output representation of the ordered result.

Various issues affects web mining techniques were studied by Ting [2] for analysis of on-line social networks. Techniques and concepts of web mining and social networks analysis were introduced and reviewed along with a discussion about how to use web mining techniques for online social networks analysis. Social networks have the surprising property of being "searchable". A model has been presented by Watts, Dodds and Newman [3] that offers an explanation of social network searchability in terms of recognizable personal identities i.e. sets of characteristics measured along a number of social dimensions. An algorithm named ComTector(Com-munity DeTector) was proposed by Du, Wu, Pei, Wang and Xu [4]. The algorithm was proposed to improve the efficiency for the community detection in large-scale social networks based on the nature of overlapping communities in the real world. A number of applications have also been proposed to which ComTector can be applied. The expert finding problem was investigated in detail by Yimam [5] and the existing systems were reviewed and analyzed in this domain and suggested a domain model that can serve as a basis for design and development decisions. An approach was proposed which is a method to generate, maintain and utilize an expertise information space based on dynamic organizational information resources. A methods for finding experts (and their contact details) using e-mail messages was proposed by Balog and Rijke [6]. The messages on a topic are located and then the associated experts are discovered. The task of automatically determining an expert profile of a person from a heterogeneous corpus made up of a large organization’s intranet was proposed by Balog and Rijke [7]. A conceptual framework is presented by Breslin, Bojar, Meza, Boley and Mochol [8] for the reuse and interlinking of existing, well-established vocabularies in the Semantic Web. The proposed framework can be used to connect people based on joint or complementing interests. Experts can be discovered using the profiles of people in social networks and using the content they post in online communities. The FindXpRT project for finding experts via rules and taxonomies is developed and proposed by Li, Boley, Bhavasar and Mei [9]. They have implemented rules for a client finding an expert to collaborate with, for an expert’s decision making on whether to collaborate and for specifying the collaboration mode. Collaborative environments are only effective when experts are accessible within them and those experts are able and willing to share their knowledge. Jian Jiao and Jun Yan investigated the expertise that users display in online communities, especially in discussion groups and propose an effective expert ranking algorithm, which integrates both discussion thread contents and social network extracted from massive social interactions [10]. They presented a vector space model to compute the content relevance part and a PageRank style algorithm for the expert network part. The algorithm ensures that the highly ranked experts are both highly relevant to the specific queries and highly authoritative in corresponding areas.

IV. PRTF ALGORITHM

The PRTF working mechanism and algorithm is given in by Bhansali and Sharma[1]. This is a five step algorithm. In the first step the searching is done across the user profiles for the field keyword/s. Then in the second and third step searching is done in the Group and Communication (Forum, Discussion etc.) databases of the social networking sites. In the fourth step search result for the first three steps is combined using the common entities available for the search, and finally in the fifth step the result rank is generated on the basis of the combined score of the users.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of PRTF algorithm is done using open source technologies Java and MySql. Various table structures for storing social networking data is created in MySql. The following five tables are created to hold various social data as below:

1. Communicationdb - thread_id, from_user, to_user, discussion_word
2. Groupdb – group_id, group_name, description_keywords, group_score
3. Profiledb – user_id, area, experience
4. User_group_mapping – user_id, group_ids
5. Vocabulary – word, word_id

Data Structures Used - Two powerful data structure from java are used for the implementation. The first is Map and the second is Set. Map is used here to store the key value pair for all the users and their corresponding scores for different databases. Set is a collection that contains no duplicate elements and at most one null element. Set is used here to store comma separated values of different fields like group ids, discussion words, description keywords etc.

The stepwise implementation is explained below:
1. Extract features from Profile Database and calculate the Profile Score - First a map is used and initializes the profile scores for all of the users. Based on search keyword and experience of the users the scores are calculated for all the users who are related to a particular field / fields.
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```java
Map<String, Double> profileScore = new HashMap<String, Double>();
ResultSet r = s.executeQuery("SELECT * FROM " + "profiledb");
while(r.next())
{
    String areas = r.getString("area");
    String experience = r.getString("experience");
    String user = r.getString("user_id");
    Set<String> area = getCommaSeparatedValues(areas);
    for(String a : area)
    {
        if(a.equals(id))
        {
            if(profileScore.containsKey(user))
            {
                double score = profileScore.get(user);
                score += Double.parseDouble(experience);
                profileScore.remove(user);
                profileScore.put(user, score);
            }
        }
    }
}
```

2. Extract features from Group Database and calculate the Group Score – First a map is used and initializes the group scores for all of the users. Based on search keyword and number of groups related to search parameter the scores are calculated for all the users who are related to a particular field and interested in the related groups.

```java
Map<String, Double> groupScore = new HashMap<String, Double>();
String group_ids = r.getString("group_ids");
String user = r.getString("user_id");
Set<String> groupIds = getCommaSeparatedValues(group_ids);
for(String groupId : groupIds)
{
    Statement s1 = conn.createStatement();
    ResultSet r1 = s1.executeQuery("SELECT * from groupdb where group_id = " + groupId);
    while(r1.next())
    {
        String description_keywords = r1.getString("description_keywords");
        String group_score = r1.getString("group_score");
        Set<String> keywords = getCommaSeparatedValues(description_keywords);
        for(String key : keywords)
        {
            if(key.equals(id))
            {
                if(groupScore.containsKey(user))
                {
                    double score = groupScore.get(user);
                    score += 1.0;
                    groupScore.remove(user);
                    groupScore.put(user, score);
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
```

3. Extract features from Communication Database and calculate the Communication Score – A map is used and initializes the communication database scores for all of the users. Based on search keyword and number of communication threads related to search parameter the scores are calculated for all the users who are related to a particular field.

```java
Map<String, Double> communicationScore = new HashMap<String, Double>();
String id = getWordIdFromVocabulary(K);
String discussionWords = r.getString("discussion_word");
String user = r.getString("from_user");
Set<String> keyWords = getCommaSeparatedValues(discussionWords);
for(String word : keyWords)
{
    if(word.equals(id))
    {
        if(communicationScore.containsKey(user))
        {
            double score = communicationScore.get(user);
            score += 1.0;
            communicationScore.remove(user);
            communicationScore.put(user, score);
        }
    }
}
```

4. Calculate the Aggregate Score of a user by combining individual scores - Once the scores from all the social network databases are calculated then the next important step is to combine these individual scores and calculate the aggregate scores of the users. These aggregate scores will be used to generate the ranking of the users for PRTF protocol.

```java
Map<String, Double> communicationScore = CalculateScores.getCommunicationScore(K);
Map<String, Double> groupScore = CalculateScores.getGroupScore(K);
Map<String, Double> profileScore = CalculateScores.getProfileScore(K);
Set<String> users = CalculateScores getUsers(communicationScore, groupScore, profileScore);
Map<String, Double> aggregateScore = new HashMap<String, Double>();
for(String user : users)
{
}
```
Double totalScore = 0.0;
if (communicationScore.keySet().contains(user))
{
    totalScore += communicationScore.get(user);
}
if (groupScore.keySet().contains(user))
{
    totalScore += groupScore.get(user);
}
if (profileScore.keySet().contains(user))
{
    totalScore += profileScore.get(user);
}
aggregateScore.put(user, totalScore);

5. Generate Ranks of the user from the Aggregate Scores of the users– After aggregate score calculation for all the users in step 4, the aggregate scores are sorted and top users are selected as the result to the given query which is list of users selected for a particular field. In this manner the ranked list of the users are generated for the particular field.

Set<String> filteredUsers = new HashSet<String>();
if (scoreList.size() > MAX_USERS)
{
    for (int i = 0; i < MAX_USERS; i++)
    {
        for (String user : aggregateScore.keySet())
        {
            if (aggregateScore.get(user) == scoreList.get(i))
            {
                filteredUsers.add(user);
            }
        }
    }
}

VI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
After implementing the PRTF algorithm a test simulation was run over the social networking databases as mentioned in the CM university social networking data [11]. The sample data snapshot taken for illustrative example are given below for various databases. Based upon the sample data taken the following is the aggregate scores for all the users for the search of field “Java”.

D :: 13.5
A :: 35.25
C :: 43.0
B :: 5.0
E :: 14.5

![Fig1. Fields and Values available in communication db](image)
Fig 2. Fields and Values present in groupdb

Fig 3. Structure of profiledb and data present for testing

Fig 4. User Group Mapping Structure and Data
VII. OUTPUT

The following is the ranked list of the users appearing as the result of PRTF for the search keyword “Java”. Top three users have been returned as the short listed experts as per our requirement.

VII. CONCLUSION

The PRTF algorithm was proposed in [1]. In this paper an open source framework pertaining to the PRTF is implemented using the popular open source technologies like Java, MySql etc. There could be number of applications based on PRTF and so the implementation gives a new dimension to the social network mining. Following are some of the typical scenarios where the proposed framework to implement PRTF can support social networking mining:

A. The proposed framework can be used for finding an experts on a topic / subject. If the field (search) keyword is from any technical area then it can be seen as the technique to find an expert in the particular technical area. This method of expert finding is different from other methods, since the searching of experts is done across all the segments of the social networking databases. Finally the search result data is integrated and ranked as per the requirement.

B. The proposed framework can also be used for creating new groups and new forums on the basis of some search fields. For example suppose one is searching for the field “Corruption”, then the set of persons retrieved as the outcome of PRTF protocol can be used to form new group called “Corruption Group” or a forum can be created like “Corruption Forum” where the persons retrieved can act as participant members and person with top rank can act as the moderator / administrators etc.
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